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Abstract 

Accurate sheet metal simulation often requires advanced strain-path dependent material models, in order to predict the material response under 

complex loading conditions, including monotonic, reverse and orthogonal paths. More and more flexible models imply higher and higher costs 

in terms of parameter identification, computer implementation and simulation time, and robust comparison is often compromised by the 

inconsistent predictions of advanced models under monotonic loading. In this paper, a simple and general approach is proposed for the alteration 

of advanced hardening models in order to make them rigorously identical to each other under monotonic loading. This objective was reached 

without any drawback other than the addition of the corresponding equations. On the contrary, the flexibility and accuracy of the selected models 

was improved, and the parameter identification procedure became simpler, more accurate and more robust. Three material models of increasing 

complexity were selected to demonstrate the interest of this approach with respect to a complete set of characterisation experiments for a DP600 

sheet steel.  

1. Introduction

The accuracy and reliability of sheet metal forming 

numerical simulation depends heavily on the finite element 

(FE) code ability to suitably describe the material behavior 

[1], [2]. The success of the numerical results relies on the 

quality of the adopted constitutive model [3]–[6], and on the 

identification of the material parameters [7]. 

During sheet metal forming processes, the material is 

generally subjected to complex loading conditions, including 

monotonic, reverse and orthogonal strain paths. The work 

hardening behaviour of the material becomes more 

complicated when the deformation path involves several 

steps [8]. In sheet metal forming simulation, the choice of 

hardening model has a strong influence for final prediction 

accuracy. The complexity of the material models generally 

means that their experimental identification requires a 

greater number of material characterization tests [9]. 

Regarding the mechanical characterization of sheet metal 

following complex deformation paths, the tests with strain-

path change have a great importance because they highlight 

the kinematic hardening, linked to the Bauschinger effect and 

to the phenomena of stagnation of work hardening [10]–[12]. 

Taking these phenomena into account in the model leads to 

a better prediction of certain defects observed in the forming 

of the sheet metal [13]–[15]. 

In order to improve the consistency of hardening model 

comparison, the rigorous separation of the isotropic and 

kinematic components of the hardening model was attempted 

in the literature [11],[16]. The advantage of this modelling 

approach is that the model predictions under monotonic 

loading are independent of the kinematic hardening model 

and parameters. However, this approach could only be 

applied to the Armstrong-Frederick kinematic hardening 

model.  

The objective of this work was to propose an alternative 

approach for the self-compensation of non-isotropic 

hardening terms in elasto-plastic constitutive models, in 

order to obtain identical predictions under monotonic loading 

and thus allow for consistent model comparison. The paper 

is structured as follows: The selected material, material 

characterization tests and corresponding results are shown in 

Section 2. Section 3 presents three hardening models of 

increasing complexity selected for comparison. Self-

compensated versions of these models are developed in 

Section 4, and their parameters are identified. Finally, the 

conclusion of this work is summarized in Section 5. 

2. Material characterization

A 1.2 mm thick DP600 AHSS sheet steel was used in this 

work. The aim of the selected characterization tests is to 

reveal the hardening behaviour of the materials under large 

monotonic deformations and during strain-path change. In 

particular, a reverse loading sequence was provided since 

this sequence frequently occurs in sheet metal forming 

processes. Rheological tests carried out consist of:  

• UT - uniaxial tension in rolling direction (RD), transverse

direction (TD) and diagonal direction (DD); 



• SS - simple shear in RD; RS - reversal shear in RD;

• OR - uniaxial tension followed by simple shear in RD.

Fig. 1 summarizes the main material characterization 

results for DP600. The tensile tests under different directions 

clearly illustrate the very weak plastic anisotropy of DP600, 

confirmed by the anisotropy coefficients �� � 0.85,��� � 0.80 and ��� � 1.0. A very good experimental

repeatability is also observed. The simple shear test revealed 

the material behavior at large deformation, as shear strains 

up to 0.7 could be reached. Reverse shear tests performed 

with shear pre-strain levels between 0.1 and 0.3 exhibit an 

important Bauschinger effect, fast transient behaviour with 

hardening stagnation and further resumption, under 

cumulated shear strain up to 1. However, in uniaxial tension 

followed by simple shear test (OR), the cross-hardening 

effect was not significant. Therefore, the modeling of the 

orthogonal effect was not considered important in the current 

investigation. 

3. Constitutive framework and models

The frame-invariance of the material model is insured by 

formulating the constitutive model in a convenient rotating 

frame, such that simple material time derivatives can be used. 

With this approach, classically adopted in most finite-

element implementations of plasticity models, the material 

model is form-identical to a small-strain formulation, 

without loss of accuracy. During the plastic deformation 

process, the elasticity domain evolves in the stress space in a 

complex way: it can change its size, translate, rotate and even 

distort. Here, the shape of the yield surface is supposed fixed, 

while its size and center location may evolve according to an 

arbitrary hardening model. Given the isotropy of the tested 

material, and the paper’s focus on hardening modeling, the 

von Mises yield surface is adopted throughout the paper. 

The total strain rate tensor ��  can be decomposed in elastic

strain rate �� 	 and plastic strain rate �� �. The hypo-elastic law

expressed as 

�� � : �� � � : ��� � �� ��  �1�
is considered, where ��  is the Cauchy stress rate and  �2����� � ��⨂� is the fourth-order tensor in isotropic linear

elasticity. �  and �  can be calculated with using Young’s

modulus � and Poisson’s ratio �. The components of second

order unit tensor �  are the Kronecker deltas (  !" � #!" ).

While ����  is the fourth-order symmetric deviatoric unit

tensor and its components are  �$%!"�� � �1 2⁄ ��#$!#%" �

Fig. 1. Material characterization results of DP600: (a) uniaxial tension (UT) in RD (black curves), DD (green curves) and TD (orange 

curves); (b) simple shear (SS) in RD; (c) reverse shear (RS) in RD; (d) uniaxial tension followed by simple shear (OR) in RD. 



#$"#%!� � �1 3⁄ �#$%#!" . The plastic strain rate tensor �� (  is

given by the associated flow rule 

�� ( � )� ∙ +,-+� � )� ∙ .,  �2�
where . is the flow direction defined by the normality rule,,-��� � 0� is the equivalent stress using von Mises function

and ��denotes the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor.

The second order tensor 0 designates the backstress and 1
describes the size of the yield surface; their evolution is 

formally modeled by generic equations 

1� � 23 ∙ )� ,  �3�
0� � 40 ∙ )�,  �4�
where 23  and 40  represent isotropic hardening and

kinematic hardening. The plastic multiplier )� is calculated

with equation 

 )� � .: : ��.: : . � .: 40 � 23 ,  �5�
deriving from the consistency condition. This generic 

modeling framework can be particularized to various yield 

functions, and various hardening models. According to the 

characterization tests of DP600, the hardening behavior of 

this material exhibits several specificities after reverse 

loading: early reyielding (Bauschinger effect), fast hardening 

followed by stagnation, and further hardening resumption at 

larger reverse strains. Consequently, this material was 

selected to investigate the ability of different types of 

hardening models to predict these features. In contrast, 

DP600 exhibits almost no anisotropy, and almost no cross-

hardening effect on the stress-strain curves; thus these 

features of plastic behavior will not be investigated. 

More specifically, three representative hardening models 

were confronted, belonging to three categories widely 

encountered in the literature, with increasing levels of 

complexity: isotropic hardening, combined isotropic-

kinematic hardening and a microstructure-based advanced 

hardening model. 

3.1. Swift-Voce isotropic hardening 

Generally, the size of the yield surface 1 is decomposed

into an initial yield stress 1�  and an isotropic hardening

variable 7,

 1 � 1� � 7.  �6�
The isotropic hardening models are the oldest, and the most 

commonly used in industry still nowadays. This type of 

model can only describe accurately monotonic loading, for 

example uniaxial tension (UT) or simple shear (SS). Thus the 

backstress is set to zero and the so-called Swift-Voce 

isotropic hardening model is adopted, which is a classical 

combination of a power law and a saturating law: 

7� : � 2;< ∙ )� � =; ∙ �7�>? � 7:� ∙ )�,  �7�
7� � � 2;A ∙ )� � B ∙ �C D⁄ ��E�D�C D⁄ ∙ )� ,  �8�
where =;  and 7�>?  are the parameters of Voce isotropic

hardening described by variable 7: , and � , E� , B  are the

parameters of Swift isotropic hardening 7� . The resulting

isotropic hardening is given by 

1� � 7� � 7�: � 7��, with 1� � �E�D;  �9�
23 � 2;< � 2;A .  �10�

The Swift-Voce combined law was used as it is repeatedly 

identified in the literature as one of the most adequate 

isotropic hardening law to describe large strain hardening 

behavior of sheet metals, in particular steels [12], [17]. 

3.2. Chaboche combined hardening 

The so-called combined hardening models describe 

isotropic and kinematic hardening with two internal state 

variables 7 and 0. The isotropic hardening 7 uses the same

equations (7)-(8) as in the previous model. Two backstress 

tensors are used to describe kinematic hardening with 

Armstrong-Frederick type equations,  

0� N � 40N ∙ )� � =OC ∙ �P�>?C ∙ Q � 0N� ∙ )�,  �11�
0� R � 40R ∙ )� � =OS ∙ �P�>?S ∙ Q � 0R� ∙ )�,  �12�
where =OC , P�>?C , =OS , P�>?S  are material parameters. Q ���� � 0� ,-⁄  designates the offset deviatoric stress direction.

The rate of total kinematic hardening 0 is calculated with

0� � 0� N � 0� R,  �13�
40 � 40N � 40R,  �14�
with initial values usually equal to zero (annealed material). 

The use of two backstress tensors is not compulsory, but is 

was shown to improve the predictions with respect to the 

classical Frederick-Armstrong model with only one term; 

this was also the case in this study. More than two backstress 

tensors are rarely proved necessary. 

3.3. Microstructure-based hardening 

On the basis of the microstructural evolution after two-

stage non-proportional loading at finite strains, a 

microstructural model was developed by Teodosiu and Hu 

[18]. This advanced hardening model is able to reproduce not 

only the Bauschinger effect but also other transient 

hardening phenomena during non-monotonic loading 

process. It is based on physical considerations, mainly the 

description of the evolution of the so-called planar persistent 

dislocation structures (PPDS) and their contribution to the 



hardening of the material. Proper description of PPDS 

evolution mechanisms reproduces the elementary transient 

phenomena observed on stress-strain evolution curves. This 

model involves four internal state variables: 7, 0, T, U. The

variable  7  is a scalar, while 0  and U  are second-order

tensors and T is fourth order tensor.

The yield surface size is given as function of  7 and T by

1 � 1� � 7 � V|T|,  �15�
where 7  describes the contribution of the randomly

distributed dislocations to the isotropic hardening. The term V|T| represents the effect of PPDS on isotropic hardening,

where T describes the directional strength of the PPDS andV is a material parameter.

The kinematic hardening evolution law, described by the 

back-stress variable, is given by Eq. (11). Nevertheless, the 

saturation value P�>?  is no longer a material parameter in

Teodosiu-Hu’s model, but a function of the internal state 

variable T . This dependency of P�>?  on the T  variable is

assumed of the form 

P�>? � P� � �1 � V�|T|X� � �1 � ��YZS,  �16�
where P�  is the initial value of P�>?  and �  is a material

parameter in Eq. (16). The ratio YZ � [\ |T|⁄  is a measure of

the change in the orientation of the current strain rate tensor 

with respect to the PPDS. This parameter is therefore 

considered to be an indicator of strain-path change. It evolves 

between 0 (orthogonal loading) and 1 (monotonic or reverse 

loading). 

Experimental observations indicate that the PPDS 

associated with the current direction of the strain rate evolve 

quite differently from the rest of the PPDS during strain-path 

change. The variable T  is therefore decomposed into two

parts: [\  (scalar) representing the strength associated with

the currently active slip systems, and T]  (fourth-order

tensor), associated with the latent part of the PPDS. The 

decomposition of T takes the following form:

[\ � ^: T: ^, T] � T � [\^⨂^,  �17�
where ^ � �� _ |�� _|⁄  represents the plastic strain rate

direction. The evolution laws of  [\ and T] are given by

[�\ � 2Z\ ∙ )� � =Z\`a�[�>? � [\� � ℎ[\c ∙ )�,  �18�
where [�>?  and =Z\  govern the saturation value and

evolution rate of [\, and

[�d � 4T] ∙ )� � �=Zd e|T]|[�>?fDg T] ∙ ),�  �19�
where =Zd and Bd characterize the saturation rate of T]. The

functions a and ℎ in Eq. (18) have been introduced in order

to further describe transient hardening after a change in 

strain-path. Their assumed mathematical forms are  

a �
⎩⎨
⎧ 1 � =k=Z\ � =k , if U: ^ ≥ 0

�1 � U: ^�D� m1 � =k=Z\ � =k ∙ [\[�>?n , otherwise

 �20�

and 

ℎ � 12 m1 � 0: ^P�>?Q: ^n.  �21�
In Eq. (20), B( is a material parameter and U is the internal

state variable describing the polarity of the PPDS. Its 

evolution law is given by 

U� � =k�^ � U� ∙ )�, �22�
where =k characterizes the polarization rate of the PPDS in

Eq. (22). 

From Eqs. (17)-(19), one can obtain the time derivative of 

the norm of the T tensor as [13]

|T|� � 2|T| ∙ )� � 1|T| o2Z\[\ � =Zd e|T]|[�>?fDg |T]|Sp ∙ )�,   �23�
where |T| � q|T]|S � [\S . Thus, the scalar function 23  in

Eq. (10) is deduced for this model as 

23 � 2; � V2|T|.  �24�
Remarkably, this advanced model reduces to the generic 

form assumed in Eqs (1)-(5) [13], [19], which simplifies its 

numerical implementation. Nevertheless, it involves a 

number of additional state variables, including second and 

fourth order tensors, interconnected through several rate and 

algebraic equations. It is used here as a representative 

candidate for advanced models that can reproduce complex 

transient behavior after strain path change (for example, 

hardening stagnation followed by hardening recovery at 

larger strains).  

3.4. Parameter identification of hardening models 

The material parameter identification is seen as an inverse 

problem. The gap between the experimental stress-strain 

curves and the simulated ones is quantified via an objective 

function Vrs% , which is minimized with respect to the

material model’s parameters [20], [21]. We are looking for 

min (Vrs%), with

Vrs% � t 1u$ t v,$,%	w( � ,$,%�$x
,$,%	w( yS � vℎ$,%	w( � ℎ$,%�$x

ℎ$,%	w( y .
z{

%|C
}

$|C
  �25�

In order to improve the accuracy of the identification, a 

combined cost function is used [7], which considers the work 

hardening rate ℎ  along with the stress values , . ~  is the

number of tests, u$ is the number of measurement points of

the �?�  test. The upper indices 'sim' and 'exp' designate

calculated values and experimental values, respectively. 



A Fortran program was developed to simulate the 

rheological tests (UT, SS, RS, OR) with the various models, 

independently of any commercial software. The optimization 

is performed with SciLab software, which provides an 

interactive call to the Fortran user program which allows data 

to be exchanged between SciLab and the Fortran program.  

Fig. 2 shows simulation results of rheological tests (UT, 

SS and RS) by using the identified hardening parameters. It 

is clear that the selected isotropic hardening model can well 

predict monotonic loading test (UT, SS) up to large strains. 

However, this model failed to describe reverse shear because 

isotropic hardening model cannot capture the Bauschinger 

effect. The combined hardening is able to improve the 

predictions in reverse shear due to kinematic hardening. 

However, the accuracy of the combined hardening model is 

relatively smaller in UT and SS, compared with isotropic 

hardening. This inconsistency is a very serious drawback for 

material model comparison and selection. Finally, the 

microstructure-based hardening captured not only the 

Bauschinger effect in reversal tests, but also hardening 

stagnation and resumption at large deformation. 

Nevertheless, compared with isotropic hardening, this model 

also exhibits accuracy loss in monotonic loading (UT, SS). 

Obviously, this loss can be reduced by modifying the relative 

weight of monotonic tests in the cost function, yet it is not 

possible to rigorously eliminate it without seriously 

compromising the benefits observed under strain-path 

change. In the next section, a rigorous solution is proposed 

to eradicate this inconsistency. 

4. Self-compensated hardening models

When only isotropic hardening is used to simulate a 

monotonic loading mode, say uniaxial tension, then variable 1 describes the evolution of the tensile stress component ,�,

 1 ≡ ,� for isotropic hardening,  �26�
which is experimentally measured and directly used for the 

hardening model parameter identification. However, when 

kinematic hardening is added, this equality does not hold 

anymore: one obtains ,� � 1 � P∗ , where P∗  is a scalar

quantity corresponding to the tensile component of 0 under

monotonic tensile loading [22]. This implies that any change 

to the model will impact the overall predictions under 

monotonic loading, even if the isotropic hardening part of the 

model is unchanged. An alternative to circumvent this 

drawback consists in explicitly modelling ,�  and further

calculating the size of the yield surface as 

Fig. 2. Rheological predictions (solid line) of classical type hardening models: (a) Isotropic; (b) Combined; (c) Microstructural, and their 

comparisons of experimental results (symbols). 



 1 � ,� � P∗.  �27�
This requires the explicit calculation of term P∗, which self-

compensates the contribution of kinematic hardening under 

monotonic loading. Several authors have derived and used 

its explicit expression for the particular case of Armstrong-

Frederick kinematic hardening: 

 P∗ � P�>? ∙ �1 � �����=O ∙ E(̅��,  �28�
where E(̅ is the equivalent plastic strain.

However, the need for an algebraic expression of the self-

compensating term prevented the extension of this approach 

to more complex models, so this approach was only applied 

to the Armostrong-Frederick model in the literature. In this 

paper, the self-compensating terms are determined using rate 

equations, which provides a much more versatile approach. 

4.1. Self-compensated combined hardening 

In the proposed approach, the isotropic part of the hardening 

model describes the apparent flow stress under monotonic 

loading  ,� by the Swift-Voce rate equation,

,�� � 2�� ∙ )�, 2�� � 2;< � 2;A .  �29�
The size Y of the yield surface is determined by Eq. (27), 

where P∗ is also described by rate equations, corresponding

to the tensile component of 0  under monotonic tensile

loading: 

P�C � 2OC ∙ )� , 2OC � =OC�P�>?C � PC�,  �30�
P�S � 2OS ∙ )� , 2OS � =OS�P�>?S � PS�,  �31�
P� ∗ �  P�C �  P�S,  �32�
2O∗ � 2OC � 2OS.  �33�
The rate form of Eq. (27) writes: 

23 � 2�� � 2O∗ .  �34�
In this alternative method, the monotonic flow curve is 

described independently of the kinematic hardening model 

and its parameters, which makes it more robust and 

especially convenient for model comparison. Eqns. (30)-(33) 

are directly inspired from the Eqns. (11)-(14) of the 

kinematic hardening model. Although it gives the same 

results as the closed-form approach (28), this approach based 

on rate equations is much more suitable for generalization to 

more complex hardening models.  

4.2. Self-compensated microstructure-based hardening 

model 

A self-compensated version of the Teodosiu-Hu model is 

introduced here for the first time. Again, ,� is governed by

Eq. (29) and the size Y of the yield surface is determined by 

1 � ,� � ,∗,                                                                            �35�
where ,∗  is a scalar variable whose evolution equation

directly derives from Eqn. (15): 

,∗ � P∗ � V[\∗ ,  �36�
P� ∗ � 2O∗ ∙ )�,  2O∗ � =O�P�>? � P∗�,  �37�
and [\∗  is a scalar determined by

[�\∗ � 2Z\∗ ∙ )� � =Z\`a∗�[�>? � [\∗ � � ℎ∗[\∗ c ∙ )�.  �38�
Functions ℎ∗ and  a∗ write:

ℎ∗ � 0.5 ∙ m1 � P∗
P�>?n,  �39�

a∗ � 1 � =k=Z\ � =k � [\∗[�>? � �∗� ,  �40�
and �∗ is a scalar variable following

�� ∗ � 2k∗ ∙ )�,  2k∗ � =k�1 � �∗�.  �41�
The rate form of Eq. (35) can be rewritten as 

23 � 2�� � 2�∗ , 2�∗ � 2O∗ � V2Z\∗ .  �42�
Of course, the core of the Teodosiu-Hu model – Eqns. (15)-

(22) - remains unchanged. 

Compared with the classical version of the 

microstructure-based hardening model, the self-

compensated version’s predictions under monotonic loading 

are rigorously identical to the selected isotropic hardening 

model, without being affected by any further change in the 

parameters of kinematic hardening and cross hardening of 

this model. In addition to this significant improvement in 

consistency, it also brings some advantages in terms of 

parameter identification. The isotropic part of the hardening 

model can be identified by using only the available 

monotonic tests, and then its parameters can be fixed once 

and for all, since the monotonic simulations will be strictly 

identical. Therefore, any isotropic model can be adopted and 

identified independently. Then, in the second step, only the 

rest of the parameters need to be determined with respect 

only to the remaining experiments, without any loss in 

accuracy. 



4.3. Parameter identification of self-compensated 

hardening models 

The two self-compensated hardening models discussed 

above were implemented in the developed Fortran program 

and their parameters were identified with the help of the 

identification method presented in Section 3.4, and the two-

step procedure discussed above. The identified parameters of 

all models, classical and self-compensated, are summarized 

in Table 1. As expected, the first six parameters of the self-

compensated models are identical to those of the isotropic 

Swift-Vice (SV) model.  

Table 1. Identified parameters for the classical and self-

compensated hardening models for DP600. 

Classical Self-compensated 

S-V Chaboche Teodosiu Chaboche Teodosiu 

=; 44.8 62 30.8 44.8 

7�>? (MPa) 136.9 84 93 136.9 � (MPa) 664.1 449 - 664.1 

B 0.32 0.5 - 0.32 

E� 0.004 0.001 - 0.004 =OC - 157.5 - 90.2 - 

P�>?C (MPa) - 184 - 198.4 - 

=OS - 28.7 - 5.9 - P�>?S (MPa) - 79 - 124.7 - 

=O - - 65.1 - 65.1 

P� (MPa) - - 168.2 - 168.2 [�>? (MPa) - - 405.3 - 565.6 

=Z\ - - 2.66 - 2.85 

=Zd - - 1.2 - 1.2 =k - - 0.58 - 0.67 

Bd - - 0 - 0 

B( - - 609.4 - 890 V - - 0.04 - 0.79 

� - - 0.8 - 0.8 

Fig. 3 shows the rheological test predictions by using the 

two self-compensated hardening models. Comparison to the 

isotropic hardening predictions in Fig. 2(a) shows that both 

self-compensated hardening models predict identical 

responses in monotonic loading. This improvement came 

with no degradation of the reverse loading predictions, which 

on the contrary could improve due to the rigorous separation 

of the parameter identification sequences. In particular, the 

Teodosiu-Hu model almost perfectly reproduces the entire 

set of experimental curves. Even the self-compensated 

Chaboche model provides excellent predictions of reverse 

shear for moderate pre-strains values – up to 0.1. 

Furthermore, any isotropic hardening can also be adopted in 

place of the Swift-Voce one, without impact on the non-

monotonic predictions: the two parameter identification 

steps are truly independent of each other.  

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel approach was applied to make 

hardening models of various types identical under monotonic 

loading conditions. The proposed approach is more general 

than former closed-form attempts, and could be extended to 

an advanced microstructure-based hardening model. The 

resulting models have several advantages:  

• Their predictions are rigorously identical to the

(arbitrarily) selected isotropic hardening model;

• Their parameter identification is completely split in two

independent sequences, one for the isotropic hardening

part and one for the remaining parameters, without

interference;

• The isotropic hardening part of each model can be freely

selected and further modified, independently of the rest

of the model;

• The self-compensated version of any model can be

implemented in FE codes without additional

programing: only the isotropic part of the hardening

model is concerned, which can be simply implemented

in tabular form. Thus, any available model can be

“compensated” non-intrusively.

Three categories of classical and self-compensated 

models were selected, from simple isotropic hardening to 

Fig. 3. Rheological predictions (solid line) of self-

compensated type hardening models: (a) Combined; (b) 

Microstructural; symbols designate experimental results. 



advanced microstructure-based hardening. Their parameters 

were identified with respect to an extended set of monotonic 

and sequential characterization tests up to cumulated strains 

of 1. The superior robustness of the self-compensated models 

was clearly demonstrated in terms of simultaneously 

improved consistency, accuracy and robustness. In their self-

compensated versions, the three models exhibit a clear 

progression in accuracy from isotropic to combined and 

finally to “advanced” hardening models, with no 

inconsistency. This approach provides a convenient ground 

for the subsequent material model comparison and selection 

with respect to specific applications. Future work will 

explore the relative accuracy of the proposed models and 

parameter sets in springback predictions for sheet metal 

forming applications.  
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